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1. Introduction 
Let II+, II_, A = II++ II_ denote the space of all complex polynomials in z, all complex 
polynomials in l/z, and all complex Laurent polynomials, respectively. 
Let {pEd,: n=O, +l, *2,... } be a bi-infinite sequence of complex numbers, and let p denote 
the linear functional defined on A by 
4 
I-1 
i i 
4 
c c,zm = c C&-m* 04 
??l=p Pl=p 
The constants p,, are then called the moments of the functional. Let the functional ( , ) be 
defined on A X A by 
(A B) =B(A(+ii(S)). 0 -2) 
Then ( , ) is a Hermitian form if p_, = p, for all IZ. 
If this form is assumed to be quasi definite on II, X II,, then by applying the Gram-Schmidt 
process to the sequence { 1, z, z2, . . . } one obtains an orthogonal sequence { p,(z)} of polynomi- 
als. These polynomials are called Szegb; polynomials with respect to the sequence { pL, } or the 
functionals EL, ( , ). 
We define the inverse polynomial ii, E IL by 
(I 3 
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The associated polynomials a,, E II,, r, E II_ are defined by 
(Here and in similar situations it is understood that 
function of t.) 
Let a distribution function G(O) with infinite 
moments by 
the functional is applied to the argument as a 
spectrum be given on [-IT, T], and define 
p,, = 
J 
n e-‘“‘drC,(B), n=o, +1, +2 )... . 
-TT 
Then p_,, = z, and 
(A, B) = [” A(eie)~(epie) d+(B). 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
In this case the functional ( , ) is positive definite. 
The theory of Szegii polynomials shows many interesting features and has many important 
applications. We shall point out here the following property: the rational function - a,,( z)/p,,( z) 
is the (n - 1, n) two-point Pad& approximant of order (n, n) to the series 
while the rational function --7,(z)/&(z) is the (n - 1, n) two-point PadC approximant of order 
(n - 1, n + 1) to the same series. (These results are often stated in slightly different and more 
symmetric forms, see, e.g., [ll]. The form presented here seems to allow for the most immediate 
generalization to the multipoint situation.) If the moments p,, are generated by a distribution 
function as in (1.5), then the series (1.7) converge to the Stieltjes function 
F,(z)=J” g@ 
-Te -z 
(1.8) 
for 1 z 1 -c 1 and for 1 z 1 > 1, respectively. Thus in this situation -u,,(z)/p,,(z) and -~,(z)/p,,(z) 
are also two-point PadC approximants to the function F+(z). 
For information on Szegij polynomials and their related two-point PadC approximants, see 
[6-111. For general theory of orthogonal polynomials, see also [2,3]. 
In this paper we introduce a similar technique for treating certain multipoint Pad6 approxima- 
tion problems. For general concepts and results concerning multipoint PadC approximation 
problems, see, e.g., [4,12,17-191. For results concerning convergence of multipoint PadC ap- 
proximants to Stieltjes functions, see, e.g., [1,5,13]. For special multipoint PadC approximation 
problems where orthogonal rational functions with respect to an inner product of Euclidean type 
are used, see [15], cf. also [14,16]. The appropriate tool for treating the multipoint PadC 
approximation problem that we shall discuss here is an inner product of unitary type, as used in 
connection with Szegij polynomials. 
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2. Multipoint rational functions 
Let {a,, al,_.., up} be given distinct points in the finite complex plane, all different from 
zero. For each m we set b,,, = l/Z,, and assume that a, # b, for m, s = 1, 2, . . . , p. (In 
particular, none of the points then lies on the unit circle { z: 1 z 1 = l}.) 
Let ~4 denote the space of all rational functions with no singularities (in the extended complex 
plane) outside the set {a,, . . . , up}. Thus &’ consists of all functions of the form 
P “m 
A(z)=aO+ m~l,~l (zyym)i* 
Similarly let A? consist of all functions of the form (2.1) with all a, replaced 
Every natural number n can be written in a unique way as n = qn . p + r,, 1 
write q for q,, r for r,,. We define for each n, s, = s,(n) by s, = q + 1 for 
(24 
by bm- 
<r,, <p. We shall 
m < r, sm = q for 
m > r. (Note that s,+~ = q + 1 for m -C r, s,+~ = q for m >/ r. Thus s,+~ = s, except for m = r, 
when s,+i = s, - 1.) The space ~4~ is defined to consist of all functions of the form (2.1) with 
The space 9’” 
k$,“n;: NJz, b) by 
is defined in the exactly analogous way. We define the polynomials 
%(z, 4 = mfil (z - u,Y”, N,(z, b) = ml1 (z - b,,$“. 
Then A$ and 98,, consist, respectively, of all functions of the form 
(2.2) 
c(z) 
A(z) = N,(z, u) ’ 
D(z) 
B(z) = N,(z, b) ’ (2.3) 
where C and D are polynomials of degree at most n. We denote by ’ (e.g., do) subspaces 
consisting of functions with constant term a0 in (2.1) equal to zero, i.e., functions where the 
degree of the numerator is less than the degree of the denominator. We observe that if 
A(z) E&‘~, then B(z) =x(1/z) E 9Yn, and vice versa. 
We set .9=&‘+ 9’. By partial fraction decomposition it follows that _G’, 9 and 9 are closed 
under multiplication. 
3. Szegii rational functions 
Let a constant p. and complex sequences { ~5”‘): j = 1, 2,. . . ), (Y!“): j = 1, 2,. . . ), m = 
p, be given. We define 
:>;;l ‘a,)j, l/( z - b,)‘: 
a linear function ; on 9 by its value on the basis elements 1, 
We define the functional ( , ) on .%?X 99 by (1.2). 
Proposition 3.1. The functional ( , ) is Hermitian if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 
POERY 
$?=(_l)j i m= l,..., p, j=l,2 ,... . (3 4 
k=O 
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Proof. It is necessary and sufficient for ( , ) to be Hermitian that (p(1) = m, i.e., p,, = & 
and) 
for all m, j. By applying p to both sides of the identity, 
(3.3) 
(obtained by expanding zi = ([z - b,] + b,)j by the binomial formula) we see that (3.2) and 
(3.3) are equivalent. 0 
We note that the identities in (3.2) are equivalent to the identities 
(3.5) 
We now assume that the functional ( , ) is Hermitian (i.e., satisfies (3.2)) and quasi-definite 
on J.I?XA’ (i.e., (A, A) # 0 when A f 0). By applying the Gram-Schmidt process to the 
sequence 
i 
1 1 
l,- ~ z - a, 7.. .) z - ap 3 cz -y# y***) cz _yJ ) cz -la,,1 )“’ ’ 
i 
(3.6) 
we obtain an orthogonal sequence of functions in ~4 which we shall denote by {p,(z)} and call 
Szegii rational functions. Clearly p, E J;4, - A$_. 1, p, I A@~ _ 1. We may write 
p,(z) = 
R,(z) 
Mz, a> ’ 
(3.7) 
where R, is a polynomial of degree at most n. We define the inverse Szegii function & by (1.3). 
We note that fi,, E 9Yn, and may then write 
Q,(z) a(4 = jqz, b) ’ (3.8) 
where Q, is a polynomial of degree at most n. 
Proposition 3.2. The inverse Szegii functions j5,, satisfy the orthogonality relations &, I .97,, _ 1. 
fioof. We first note that (&, 1) =~(~~(l/z))=(I, P,) =O. Let me {L..-,P}, and let k< 
s,_~. Then 
The last inner product is zero since zk/[ z - amlk E -Pe,_ 1. Thus & I L4?n _ i. 0 
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4. Multipoint Pad6 approximants 
We introduce the associated Szegb’funcions Up, T,,(Z) as in (1.4). We note that a,, T,, belong 
to JZ?~‘, .@j, respectively. We may then write 
S??(z) 
uJz) = N,(z, L2) ’ 
T,(z) 
dz) = N,(z, b) ’ 
(4.1) 
where S,, T, are polynomials of degree at most n - 1. 
Proposition4.1. Foreueryk<s,_,, me{1 ,..., p}, a,, and r, can be expressed as follows: 
fJn(z)=P itTz] (t_bm)kPn t 
i l (z-bm)k ( -p,(z) 11 , 
+)=I-1 itAz] +,)kpn ( l (Z--m)k- (t)-&(z) ii . 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
Proof. We may write 
b - bJk 
0 - zw - hn) 
Pi&> - P,(Z) + Icz - bJk - 0 - bJkl p p> P,(Z) 
kdt)- t-z = t-z (t-bm)k(t-z) ’ * 
(4.3) 
The function 
Q(t) = 
I( z - b,,Jk - (t - bm)k] 
(t-bm)k(t-z) 
belongs to .%Ya_r, hence the function .9?(t) = 6(1/t) belongs to &+,, and thus (p,, Zn) = 0. The 
last term of (4.3) may be written as p,(t) - %(1/t). Thus by applying p to (4.3) we obtain u,(z) 
on the right-hand side. This proves (4.2a). The proof of (4.2b) is almost identical, b, being 
replaced by a,, p,, by &, Proposition 3.2 being taken into account. •I 
We note that in the rational functions 
e,(z) _ n S (z) %(Z> _ n T(z) 
l%(z) JL(z) and &n(z) Q,(Z) ’ 
the numerators are of degree at most n - 1, the denominators are of degree at most n. 
Theorem 4.2. The rational function 
dz) - s (4 n 
P,(Z) R,(z) 
is the (n - 1, n) multipoint Pad& approximant to the series 
PO -- 
z ’ fi~)“%d-~, ,g.u:“‘(z-b,)“, m= l,...,p, (4.4) 
j=l 
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of order (n, n - 1) in the following sense: 
s,(z) - $k,(z) = o(z”-2), 
Sn(z)+Rn(z)* ~@‘(z-ay =O([Z-a,]sm), 
j=l 
S,(z)+R,(z)* ,glvyyz-bm)q =O([z-bJ-‘). ( 
(4.5a) 
(4.5b) 
(4.5c) 
The rational function 
dz) - T,(z) 
a(4 Q,(z) 
is the (n - 1, n) multipoint Pad& approximant to the series (4.4) of order (n - 1, n) in the 
following sense : 
T,(z) - FQJz) = O(z”-2), (4.6a) 
T,(z)+Q,(z). 5 $m’(z-a,)i =O([z-a,]‘--‘), (4.6b) 
j=l 
T,(z)+Q,(z)- J~ld”‘(z-b,)‘) =O([z-b,]Sm)- 
i 
Proof.WefixanmE{1,2,...,p}andwritekfors,_,.Wemaywrite 
1 k (z-b,)‘-’ 
-=,FI (t-b,)’ + 
(z-bJk 
t-z (t-b,$‘(t-z)’ 
hence by using (3.1), (4.7) and (4.2a) we obtain 
u,(z) + p,(z). ; vj’“‘(z - b,)‘-’ 
j=l 
(z-4?Jk = Pn(4 k, (z - b,)j-’ (t_Z)(t_bm)kPn(t)- t--z +pn’z)J~l (t-b,)’ 
(z-bnJk (z-b,)k = 
(t-b,)k(t-z)Pn(f)- (t-b,,Jk(t-z)P”(z) 
=(z-b,)“p l%(t) - r%(z) 
(t-b,)k(t-z) 
We observe that we may write the right-hand side of this equation as 
(4.6~) 
(4.7) 
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where A, is a polynomial. Thus by multiplying the equation above by N”(z, a), we get 
113 
SF?-1 
S,(z)+R,(z)~~~~~~~‘(r-b~)j-l=O([r-b,jsm-’). (4.8) 
This implies (4.5~). 
We write 5 for s,. By using (3.1), (4.7) with k = s and b, replaced by a,, and (4.2a) with 
k = s,_ 1, we get in a similar way 
u,(z) +p,(z). i psm)(z-am)j-l 
j=l 
0 - a,>“(z - hJ”~n(~) - (z- a,)% - &Xk-dz) = ~ l (t-aa,)S(t-bm)s(t-z) 
for m z Y, and (with s = s,) 
un(z) + p,(z). i py)(z -a,)‘-’ 
j=l 
(t - a,)“(z - b,)“-‘G - ~Jdt) - (z - d(t - 4Yd4 = ~ 
(t-a,)“(t-bJ(t-z) 
We observe that the right-hand side in both cases can be written as 
J%(z) 
(’ - am)sNn(z, a) ’ 
where B, is a polynomial. By multiplying the equations above by N,(z, a) we get 
S,(z) + R,(z). $j y5m)(z -a,)‘-’ = O([z - a,lsm). 
j=l 
This implies (4.5b) 
Equation (4Sa) is obtained in a similar way by utilizing the decomposition 
1 1 1 --_=A-+ 
t-z Z z(t-z)' 
(4-g) 
(4.10) 
The proof of (4.6a)-(4.k) is completely analogous, a,,, being replaced by b, and vice versa, 
and (4.2b) being used instead of (4.2a). 0 
5. Stieltjes functions 
Let +( 0) be a distribution function with infinite spectrum on [ -T, T 1, let moments be defined 
by 
(5.1) 
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and let the Stieltjes function F+(z) be defined by (1.8) (outside the circle {z: 1 z ) = 1)). The 
geometric series expansions of l/(e” - z) in terms of (z - a,)/(eie - a,), (z - b,)/(e” - b,) 
and l/z converge uniformly in 0 and z for z in sufficiently small neighbourhoods of a,, b,, 00. 
Term by term integration then gives the convergent series expansions 
Q(z) = f pI”‘(z - a,yl, F+(z) = 5 vi’“‘(z - b,)j, 
j=l j=l 
We recall that in this situation, multipoint PadC approximants to F+(z) at the given points means 
approximants to the series expansions. 
It is easily seen that the functional ( , ) defined by the moment sequences is the inner 
product (1.6). So (3.2) is obviously satisfied, and the Szegij functions p,(z), the inverse and 
associated functions fi,,( z), u,(z), r,,(z) exist and have the properties described. Consequently, we 
may conclude from Theorem 4.2 the next theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. The rational functions 
_ o,(z) and ?l(z) 
P,(Z) &n(z) 
are multipoint Pad6 approximants to the Stieltjes function (1.8) at the points a,, . . . , ap, b,, . . . , bp, 
w of order as described in Theorem 4.2. 
6. Remarks 
For many purposes it is natural and convenient to work with the reciprocal Szegii functions 
(analogous to the reciprocal Szegii polynomials defined by p,*(z) = z”&,(z)). We define these 
ML b) 
p,*(z) = N,(z, a) i%(z)- 
One can easily verify that an alternative expression is 
- 
b’“‘z”R,(l/z) 
p,*(z) = NJz, Q) ’ 
where b(“) = IIn ,=l(b,,,)sm (recall (3.7)). We note that p,* E&,,. 
Let k < s,. Then after some calculation we get 
(z - b,)N,(z, a) 
(z - a,,$%,(~, b) ’ ‘nn(z’ 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
We note that 
(z - m?l(Z~ 4 Eg _ 
N,(z, b)(z-a,)k ’ ” 
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so by Proposition 3.2, the inner product is zero. Thus: p,* is orthogonal to all functions of the form 
(z - b,)A( z), where A E A?~‘. 
We may define the function K, associated with p,* by 
. (6.4) 
Then it can be shown that 
Thus: the multipoint Pad& approximants -r,(z)/&(z) can also be expressed as - K”( z)/p,* (z). 
After this paper was submitted, we have become aware that Bultheel and Dewilde, and later 
Bultheel, have treated orthogonal rational functions on the unite circle and their relationship to 
digital signal processing (see, in particular, [20-231, cf. also [24]). Our approach is different, but 
some of our results are closely related to some of those in the articles mentioned above. 
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